EXCERPT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL SESSION OF THE
SANGGUNIANG BAYAN OF BACOOR, CAVITE, HELD AT THE MUNICIPAL

PRESENT:
Hon. Villamor G. Espiritu -- -- Actg. Municipal Mayor
Presiding Officer
Hon. Rufino A. Herrera -- -- Member
Hon. Renato J. Maliki -- -- "
Hon. Pablo E. Guerrero -- -- "
Hon. Cecilia R. Buhain -- -- "
Hon. Alip F. Almeda -- -- "
Hon. Gertrudes M. Ocampo -- -- "
Hon. Roberto R. Javier -- -- "
Hon. Saturnino F. Enriquez, Jr. " (Indt’l. Labor
Sec. Rep.)
Hon. Emilio F. Santos -- -- " (Agr’l. Labor
Sec. Rep.)
Hon. Alejandro U. Agustin -- -- " (ABC President)

ABSENT:
Hon. Francisco A. Mateo -- -- Member

ON OFFICIAL LEAVE:
Hon. Buencamino M. Cruz -- -- Municipal Mayor

The Body next took up the matter of the conversion and
the development of the municipality’s 4.2-hectare Molino
property into another public cemetery site. The Council took
cognizance of the urgency of this project in view of the
obtaining congestion in the town’s two cemeteries and the
exigency of providing the populace with affordable, decent
and well-planned burial spaces for the dead.

Wherefore, after due deliberation, on motion of Kwd.
Herrera, duly seconded, and in order to expedite the work
involved in the conversion and development of the public
cemetery site, the body agreed to make the following
resolution:

RESOLUTION NO. 91-35A

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT
COUNCIL TO FORMALIZE THE CONVERSION AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN,
INCLUDING ALL NECESSARY WORKS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, FOR
THE MUNICIPALITY’S 4.2-HECTARE PROPERTY IN MOLINO INTO
ANOTHER PUBLIC CEMETERY SITE.

APPROVED Unanimously.
October 25, 1991

x — — — — — — — — — — — x

I hereby certify to the correctness of the above-
quoted resolution.

AUGUSTO O. OCAMPO
Municipal Secretary

ATTESTED:

VILLAMOR G. ESPiritu
Acting Municipal Mayor
Presiding Officer